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C A S E  S T U D Y

A LUXURY SPA



We made a client’s 
wish come true

Spa and furnishings
for a 5-Star Hotel, 
done entirely
in natural stone

One of our finest creations begins with the request originating from a 
major hotel facility, Hotel Santa Rosa in Conca dei Marini (Salerno), 
situated inside an ancient monastery that boasts a breathtaking view 
of the Amalfi Coast and the Gulf of Salerno. 
The client asked us to do the cladding for interiors and the splendid 
Spa area, while respecting an already-defined design.

Just another success story.

Using a material able to give these spaces the eternal charm of timeless 
locations… 

Our solution?

A marvel born in 5 phases
• Analysis of the designer’s drawings, and search for the material
 (Brushed Jerusalem Stone) in the country of origin
• Assessment of variables and critical areas + Study of dimensions
 with scale model at our lab 
• Coordination of 2 technicians (taking measurements, 
 developing designs) and 4 specialized workers
• Processing of interior cladding, pavement, tops of baths, linings
 for showers + Dry run of pieces designed for the Spa 
• Packaging the pieces, indicating the order of assembly
 + Constant presence onsite

Brushed Jerusalem Stone
Dreams taking shape… 



Our client made a consistent order: we had to be careful both in the 
choice of material and in executing.
Time was short, the place was not easy to reach, and the material had 
chromatic specificity, so we had to pay attention to it.

A lot of aesthetically pleasing materials often are revealed only a little 
suitable, while other materials could be concealing defects hard to 
recognize.

An elegant solution for an enveloping atmosphere A whole set of products, complete in under
5 months

The complete furniture, delivered in 5 moths from ordering, was created 
in 4 steps:
• Study of dimensions with scale model at our lab
• Processing of interior cladding, pavement, tops of baths, linings
 for showers 
• Dry run for all the pieces designed for the Spa
• Packaging the pieces, indicating the order of assembly
 + Constant presence onsite 



The result? Fabulous environments.

Using a material able to give these spaces the eternal charm of timeless 
locations… 

• Analysis of the designer’s drawings, and search for the material
 (Brushed Jerusalem Stone) in the country of origin
• Assessment of variables and critical areas + Study of dimensions
 with scale model at our lab 
• Coordination of 2 technicians (taking measurements, 
 developing designs) and 4 specialized workers
• Processing of interior cladding, pavement, tops of baths, linings
 for showers + Dry run of pieces designed for the Spa 
• Packaging the pieces, indicating the order of assembly
 + Constant presence onsite



The hotel’s owner, the Board of Directors of its management company, 
architects and design professionals, the local authorities on hand for the 
structure’s inauguration: everyone extended their compliments for the 
excellent work, and this makes us truly proud of our efforts. Another 
challenge won, but it doesn’t end here…

The real satisfaction… the client’s compliments

Currently, Cianciullo Marmi is present both in 
Italy and in other countries ranging between 
Europe, Asia, and America.

Some of our latest projects:

U.S.A.
• MOMA
 Museum of Modern Art, New York 
 Furnishing made of “Navona” Travertine

GREECE
• Warner Bros Multiplex, Patrasso
 Furnishing made of Travertine

From Italian Brand to international 
Leader: 
a challenge to be won



A story three generations in the making

The story of Angelo Baldi, the company’s founder, begins with the evocative image of a vessel that, during the last century, 
sailed the waters between Salerno and Carrara to procure the finest marbles and transport them to the processing site in 
Campania. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, Baldi, a sculptor and artisan from the Academy of Fine Arts, stood 
out for his business skills and spirit of enterprise. Later, at the turn of the twentieth century, with his nephews Bonaventura 
and Carmine Cianciullo, he was to found Angelo Baldi e Nipoti which, with Ugo Cianciullo, Bonaventura’s son, became the 
Cianciullo Marmi we know today.
Today, Ugo’s children Paola and Massimo Cianciullo are the entrepreneurs at the helm of one of Salerno’s oldest historic 
companies.

With two locations in Italy and 3 abroad (Russia, Macedonia, United Kingdom), Cianciullo Marmi challenges time and 
space, while continuing to welcome featuring efforts with the finest designers and architects, at home and abroad. 
Cianciullo Marmi is a national pride, and an example of best practices to be emulated.

From Italian Brand to international Leader

«We wish to acquaint all our clients – even the 
youngest ones – with the eternal charm of natural 
stone. 
The real revolution? Going back to the Stone Age!»

1904-2018: 
Cianciullo Marmi, more 

than a century of 
experience



The Ancient  Magic 
of Natural Stones

Not just Italian marble: choose from among 53 
types of marble of Italian origin or imported 
directly from India, Egypt, Spain, Brazil and South 
Africa for prized interiors. Choose your marble! 
www.marbleitalianstone.com/marble

From Silver to Navona, Titanium and Romano 
Classico: Travertine is the product most in 
demand by our clients. We normally use traverti-
ne from the quarries of Tivoli, but we often 
employ carefully selected prized materials 
imported from abroad. More informations:
www.marbleitalianstone.com/travertine

Interior Furnishings

Exterior Furnishings

Balconies, windows and more

Granites turn all exteriors into something special. Do as 
the Ancient Egyptians did: use our granites (bright and 
striated) to make your exteriors special. 
The most particular granites include Marinace Verde 
and Black Cosmic (both from Brazil).
Visit our Website:  www.marbleitalianstone.com/granite

Italy is the main producer of this material. Stone makes 
interior and exterior cladding practically indestructible. 
Need more informations? 
www.marbleitalianstone.com/stone

Tops of kitchens, pavements and stairs

Did you know? Since it is less porous than marble, 
Quartz stands up to the most common liquids, and is 
stain resistant. We provide a wide range of quartzes. 
Discover the magic of Quartz: 
www.marbleitalianstone.com/quartz

Bathrooms etc.

Onyx is translucent in appearance, and its unique 
veining makes anything built with it chic. We use both 
Siliceous Onyx and Calcareous Onyx (the latter known as 
alabastrite, “etoca” or Egyptian, available in 6 colours).
Our Onyx: www.marbleitalianstone.com/onyx

Marble, Granite, Stone, Quartz, Onyx: every 
product has its excusive properties.



Bring the splendour
of natural stones to the 
places you love.
Cianciullo Marmi: working for you, with passion 
and skill, for more than a century.

Via Wenner, 45 - Zona Industriale
84131 Salerno - Italia
(+39) 089-301308

E-mail: info@cianciullo.it
Web: www.marbleitalianstone.com
Blog: marbleitalianstone.com/news

ITALY
Main: 
Wenner Street, 45 (Industries Area), 
84131 Salerno SA (IT)

G. Carini Street, 9
00012 Guidonia, Tivoli RM (IT)

Around the world
“Arte e Stili” - Gian Piero Santin (architect), 
Leigh Street, 6  (near King’s Cross), 
Wc1h9ew London (UK)
www.artestili.co.uk / gp.santin@artestili.co.uk 

“Dott Mebel Skopje” - Karolina Taneska
Bul. Lindenska 138, Skopje (MK)
www.docarhitekti.com.mk / karolina.taneska@dotmebel.com.mk

“Italy Consulting” - Francesco Cardone
443013 Moskovskoe sh. 4, bldg.2, Samara (RU)
www.italy-consulting.net / consult163@gmail.com  

showroom


